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a b s t r a c t

Message propagation is used in a wide range of applications, such as search in unstructured P2P overlays,
modeling infection spread in epidemiology, and modeling the spread of gossip in social networks. For
example, in a P2P network that has an unstructured overlay, search for a piece of information is con-
ducted by propagating the query message within the network, usually with the desire that as many nodes
as possible are covered with as few message forwardings as possible. In this paper, we study the behavior
of the message propagation process in random graph networks and give a simple model to describe this
process. When applied to a large network with random graph topology, the message propagation process
can usually be modeled as a random pick process or the coupon collection problem. We show that these
models are less accurate when the number of covered nodes becomes large. We investigate the inaccu-
racy and then propose refined models which remedy the factors that cause the error. The refined models
have been confirmed by our simulations to effectively compensate for the errors, especially under high
coverage conditions. Thus, when a large number of messages is expected to be used in the message prop-
agation process, the refined models of higher orders are essential.

� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Message propagation is used in a wide range of applications. For
example, message propagation is used in unstructured P2P net-
works to perform keyword and range query searches [14,17]. In
such P2P overlay networks, search for a piece of information is con-
ducted by propagating the query message within the network, usu-
ally with the desire that as many nodes as possible are covered
with as few message forwardings as possible. The overlay of the
unstructured P2P network may take various topologies due to var-
ious dynamic characteristics such as the arrival and departure of
nodes that form the network. Typical topologies include the Gnu-
tella graph [7,15], random graph [5,8], power law random graph
[1], or grid [15]. Watt and Strogatz studied the formation and char-
acteristics of a category of random graph networks: the ‘‘small
world” network [19]. A ‘‘small world” network is at some interme-
diary position between a regular network and a random graph net-
work in terms of randomness. Since a small world network has
short network diameter (a property of random graphs) and is
highly clustered as well, message propagation can be fast. Much re-
search has been performed on constructing P2P overlays with the
‘‘small world” property to balance the search efficiency and the
maintenance cost over a partially structured overlay [11,13].

In any of these overlays, to find a specific object without pre-
vious knowledge of the object distribution, blind search such as
random walk [3,4,9], flooding [7,15,18], and their variations

[2,6,10,12,16,21–23] has to be applied to the topology. No matter
what approach is chosen, the goal is always to propagate the
query message to as many nodes as possible, and the constraint
includes the response time or the message overhead. Flooding is
the approach that spreads message with the maximum speed
and also has the maximum message overhead. Random walk
has high message efficiency in terms of the ratio of the node
coverage to the message overhead, but the speed can be very
slow. Variations that benefit from both of these approaches in-
clude flooding with TTL, expanding ring, and multiple random
walkers [15].

Some specific phenomena in social activities and epidemiology
studies can also be modeled by the message propagation process.
For example, disease infection among the population can be caused
by contact among people, and the behavior of virus spreading is
heavily dependent on the pattern of contacts. Once infected by a
disease, a person who has a wider range of social links is more
likely to spread the disease to uninfected people, when the number
of allowed contacts is fixed. As another example, consider gossip or
the spreading of information among the population via using one’s
social contacts. For such examples, the goal may be to study how
many ‘‘messages” it takes to reach a certain proportion or all of
the population. Or alternately, given a certain number of message
hops (that determines the time period) to be used, identify the pro-
portion of the population that is infected by the disease or that re-
ceives the news.

A real world social networking example is as follows. In a small
town of population 20,000, a new Chinese restaurant is opened.
Under normal behavior, the first few customers would randomly
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tell this information to one or more of their acquaintances. After a
while, when a significant portion of the people (say, 60%) already
know about this restaurant, is it still worthwhile for the restau-
rant–owner to encourage his customers to further spread this
information, if the incentive for advertising is the same? What is
the possibility that the next effort introduces a new customer, or,
ends up being a repetition to a person who already knows it? Using
the refined model gives a more accurate estimate of the probability
of reaching a new customer. This will help the owner to make a
decision.

The random walk approach, with possibly multiple walkers, is
of special interest to most research in this area because of its scal-
able message overhead [3,4,9]. Precisely modeling the random
walk is not easy because it is hard to obtain a precise mathematical
model for the actual network topologies.

In this paper, we study the behavior of the message propagation
process in random graph networks and give a model to describe
this process. We give our quantitative analysis models based on
the Gðn; pÞ random graph network model [8] and we focus our ana-
lytical target on the node coverage and message efficiency. If the
number of nodes in the network is large, then at the steps when
the node coverage is small, the message propagation process can
be modeled by some other random processes, such as the random
pick [3,4] or the coupon collector’s problem [9]. For example, the
study by Gkantsidis et al. [9] shows that the effect of a k-step ran-
dom walk is statistically similar to that of taking k independent
samples (random pick) in a well-connected graph. Our models ex-
plain the rationale of such an analogy. We then show that these
and similar models are less accurate when the number of covered
nodes becomes large. We investigate the inaccuracy and identify
the reasons causing it. We then propose refined models which
remedy the factors that cause the error. The refined models have
been confirmed by our simulations to effectively compensate for
the errors, especially under high coverage conditions. Thus, when
a large number of messages is expected to be used in the message
propagation process, the refined models of higher orders are essen-
tial. Note that a large number of messages can be expected to be
used in the examples of social contacts and epidemiology studies
given above.

1.1. Contributions

1. We study the message propagation process on the random
graph topology and formulate a simple mathematical model
in terms of node coverage and message overhead. We then
draw an analogy to other random processes, i.e., the random
pick and the coupon collection problems.

2. More importantly, we investigate the inheritant difference
between message propagation and other random processes
and discover that the node degree (average number of links
per node) plays an important role for the difference: the effect
of the limited number of links has a negative effect on the prob-
ability of forwarding a message to a new node.

3. By quantitative analysis of such effects, we give a refined model
that increases the accuracy, especially when the number of cov-
ered nodes has become large. The refinement is introduced by
accounting for the ‘‘dirty links” of the current node when for-
warding a message.

4. As per the model, the probability that a next step message
reaches a new node is a function of both the message overhead,
x, and the average node degree, d. The order of refinement is
expressed in terms of the maximum number of times ðkÞ a node
may have been visited before the current arrival. We thus give a
family of enhanced models, the k-order refined models. The
higher the value k, the more accurate is the refined model.
We verify this by simulations.

5. The estimation of ‘‘dirty links” is based on the value of k we
specify, which is a random variable, whose value may be dis-
tributed between 0 and x. We propose two approaches of com-
puting ‘‘dirty links”: unconditional and conditional estimations,
and we also show that these two approaches actually produce
the same results but they have different computation
complexity.

The addressed analysis models are of special importance in
studying the behavior of the querying process in P2P networks.
The node coverage and message efficiency are quantitatively mod-
eled via the network and process parameters which can be modu-
lated by an administrator. The n-order ðn P 1Þ refined model
should be applied for better accuracy in the cases where the node
coverage is high. In these cases an arbitrary node in the network
may have been visited multiple times from its different neighbors.

In a typical search in a P2P network, a single message may never
be propagated very long, and it is also hard to trace a ‘‘single” mes-
sage in the propagation process. We use the term ‘‘hop count” to
follow the means of message spreading using random walkers.
We extend the hop count to large numbers in order to reach a
higher node coverage, where our refined model will give signifi-
cant difference from the simple model. High node coverage situa-
tions are useful when the purpose is to ‘‘spread a message to as
many nodes as possible” rather than just ‘‘finding the desired
object”.

Note that the Gnutella graph is not a random network. Hence,
Gnutella-like P2P networks need a more specific means of analysis,
which must also take into account the distribution of node degree
within the network. This is fairly complicated and outside the
scope of this article. Also, the flooding and partial flooding methods
are not modeled differently from random walkers in our investiga-
tion of node coverage. However, the clustering of more realistic
networks makes the flooding and partial flooding methods even
more sophisticated than the random walker method, and the mes-
sage efficiency could be worse than that for random walk even at
low node coverage.

Section 2 gives a simple algebraic model for the node coverage
analysis of the message propagation process. In Section 3, we give
the analogy between the random walk process and random sam-
pling. In Section 4, we refine our algebraic model to factor in the
impact of node degree. In Section 5, we perform a comparison
and analysis of our refined models. Section 6 gives the
conclusions.

2. The algebraic model

When searching an unstructured network using random ap-
proaches such as random walk or flooding, node coverage is a key
concept used to describe the behavior of the search process. It
can be defined as the total number of nodes in the network that
have already been explored; sometimes we can also use the per-
centage of such nodes as well [20]. In this paper, we use the first
form of definition of node coverage for convenience.

We propose a simple algebraic model that performs a node cov-
erage analysis for the message propagation process but makes no
distinction so as to whether the messages are forwarded by flood-
ing or random walkers. Each query message is treated as an inde-
pendent sample. This model expresses the expected node coverage
in terms of the message overhead, x.

In this simple model, an Erdõs–Rényi model random graph net-
work is assumed, in which there are totally N nodes in the network.
The probability that there exists a link (undirected) between any
two nodes is p ð0 < p < 1Þ, such that the average node degree is
pðN � 1Þ. For simplicity, we assume that each node has a degree
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of pðN � 1Þ. Next, we assume that the graph is well-connected and
when a node relays a message, it sends out the message through a
different link from the one through which it receives the message,
and this outgoing link is selected randomly from all links except
the incoming one. Finally, this model makes no distinction be-
tween whether or not multiple random walkers are used to spread
the message. In the case of multiple ðmÞ random walkers, we as-
sume they are initiated from m randomly chosen nodes and there-
after are forwarded independently.

Suppose at a snapshot of the message propagation process,
the current node coverage is u and a specified node is forward-
ing a message to one of its neighbors, excluding the neighbor
who has sent in the message. The probability that a new node
receives this message is N�u

N�2. Thus, the expected value of node
coverage would be uþ N�u

N�2 after this message is forwarded. As
N is large enough, we can use N to replace the term N � 2 for
the sake of convenience.

Let x denote the number of messages so far. Then

uðxþ 1Þ ¼ uðxÞ þ N � uðxÞ
N

ð1Þ

which can be approximated as:

u0ðxÞ ¼ 1� uðxÞ
N

ð2Þ

This equation can be solved as

uðxÞ ¼ Ce�
x
N þ N ð3Þ

Here C is a constant determined by the initial condition. This con-
stant has a minor influence on the results of uðxÞ and it can be com-
puted depending on how we configure our initial condition, for
example:

1. If we assume the node coverage is 1 before any message is for-
warded, uð0Þ ¼ 1, then C ¼ 1� N.

2. If we assume the node coverage is 2 after a single message has
been forwarded, uð1Þ ¼ 2, then C ¼ ð2� NÞe1

N .
3. For the special case of multiple random walkers, suppose

there are m walkers sent out from a single initiator
(which is specific in the cases of P2P search), and also
that the first message is required to cover the initiator
itself before sending out any walker. Then the initial con-
dition may be

uðmþ 1Þ ¼ mþ 1 ð4Þ

And the constant C turns out to be
C ¼ ðmþ 1� NÞemþ1

N ð5Þ
Then the node coverage in this case can be expressed as

uðxÞ ¼ N � ðN �m� 1Þemþ1�x
N if x > mþ 1

x if x 6 mþ 1

(
ð6Þ

The choice of the constant C has only a trivial influence on the
computation of uðxÞ and we can determine this constant based
on the special case of interest or just convenience.

One of the uses of node coverage is to estimate the success
rate in a P2P search: we assume that r copies of a desired object
are randomly distributed in the network. The probability of find-
ing a copy by the effort of spreading x messages can be ex-
pressed as

psðxÞ ¼ 1� 1� uðxÞ
N

� �r

ð7Þ

The probability psðxÞ is usually referred to as the success rate (of
finding a desired copy).

3. Random walk modeling and random sampling

3.1. Analogy to random picking

The algebraic model simulates a process of random pick: there
is a bag of N balls, at each step, we pick a ball and put it back. Then
what is the expected number of distinct balls we will find after x
attempts? Our algebraic model approximates this process with a
differential equation and the solution to this equation gives the
formula for computing the node coverage.

The rationale of this formula can be validated by comparing the
formula for success rate using the node coverage above and that gi-
ven by Bisnik and Abouzeid [3,4].

Recall that the algebraic model gives the node coverage uðxÞ in
Eq. (3). The constant C is determined by the initial condition of a
specific search case. If we take the following initial condition:

uðxÞ ¼ 0 j x ¼ 0 ð8Þ

then we have

uðxÞ ¼ N 1� e
�x
N

� �
ð9Þ

The success rate of finding an object with r copies is then com-
puted using node coverage:

psucc ¼ 1� 1� uðxÞ
N

� �r

¼ 1� e
�x
N

� �r ð10Þ

On the other hand, [3,4] suggest to compute the success rate
using the following formula:

ps ¼ 1� ð1� pÞkT ð11Þ

where p ¼ r
N and kT ¼ x, the message overhead when k, T denote the

number of walkers and the hop number, respectively. This is the re-
sult of treating each walk step as a random pick. To use the nota-
tions in our model, we rephrase this formula:

ps ¼ 1� 1� r
N

� �x
ð12Þ

Also, Eq. (10) can be rephrased as

psucc ¼ 1� e
�r
N

� �x ð13Þ

Note that as N is large enough, we have

lim
N!þ1

1� r
N

� �N
¼ e�r ð14Þ

and thus

lim
N!þ1

1� r
N

� �
¼ lim

N!þ1
e
�r
N ð15Þ

and this equates the computation of psucc in Eq. (13) and that of ps in
Eq. (12). These two formulas are equivalent as N goes to infinity.

Note that these two approaches use different formulas and
result in the same outcome, because they both simulate the
same process of ‘‘independent random picks”, and the proper
computation for the success rate will always give the same
result.

However, the random walk in random graphs is not actually
‘‘independent random picks”, a message forwarding is always
associated with the status of the current node. The probability
of finding a new node by the next message forwarding is
decided not only by the current proportion of ‘‘undetected”
nodes in the network, but also by the current status of the send-
ing node. This impact does not exist in the independent random
pick process and it contributes to the differences between our
algebraic model and the simulation results. This impact will be
studied in detail in Section 4.
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In Section 4, we also show how to enhance the algebraic model
to account for the node degree in the random graph overlay, so as
to improve accuracy. This consideration allows us to account for
the fact that the current node may have been explored before.

3.2. Analogy to coupon collector’s problem

The coupon collector’s problem is another typical random sam-
pling process: ‘‘given N types of coupons, a customer buys one cou-
pon at a time. For each time, the probability of getting any specific
type is equal: 1=N. Then what is the expected number of purchases
to obtain all the N types?” If this problem is asked this way: ‘‘in or-
der to obtain u types among N types of coupons, what is the ex-
pected number of purchases x?” then obviously this becomes the
reverse problem of the random pick we described in the previous
section. In this section, we show that the analysis method also re-
veals the equivalence of the memoryless random walk and the cou-
pon collector’s problem.

It is well known that the expected times to collect all N types is

xðNÞ ¼ N
XN

k¼1

1
k
¼ NHN ð16Þ

where HN is the nth harmonic number and its analytical expression
is

HN ¼ ln N þ cþ O
1
N

� �
ð17Þ

Here c is the Euler–Mascheroni constant and its value is
0:5772156 . . ..

Similarly, we have

xðuÞ ¼ 1þ N
N � 1

þ N
N � 2

þ � � � þ N
N � ðu� 1Þ

¼ N
XN

k¼1

1
k
�
XN�u

k¼1

1
k

 !

¼ N HN � HN�uð Þ

¼ N ln N � ln ðN � uÞ þ O
1
N

� �
� O

1
N � u

� �� �

As N and u are large enough, we can omit the term O 1
N

� �
� O 1

N�u

� �
and have

xðuÞ ¼ N ln
N

N � u
ð18Þ

If we express u in terms of x, we are answering this question:
‘‘what is the expected types of coupons we can collect, u, after x
purchases?”:

uðxÞ ¼ N 1� e�
x
N

� �
ð19Þ

which is identical to Eq. (9), when the initial condition uðxÞ ¼ 0 is
applied to Eq. (3) in the algebraic model. This identity illustrates
that the simplified random walk process on a regular random graph
which is described by our algebraic model, is equivalent to the cou-
pon collector’s problem when the sampling space, N, is large.

4. Refinements of the algebraic model

The algebraic model is intended to capture the random process
of message forwarding in normal random graph overlays. The
method we applied is somehow over-simplified as we ignored
the influence of node degree in our models and this ignorance
leads to overestimate of node coverage. We now refine the alge-
braic model by studying and factoring in the impact of node
degree.

4.1. Impact of node degree

As assumed in Section 2, at each step of message forwarding,
our analytical model assumes the probability of visiting a new
node to be the same as the ratio of the number of unvisited nodes
to the total number of nodes: N�uðxÞ

N . This seems reasonable at first
glance since the next message forwarding is a random visit. The
above assumption is true if the current node itself is first visited
by the current message. In this case, all the remaining links of
this node are ‘‘fresh” (not probed yet) and whether one such link
leads to a visited node or a new node is random. Hence, the prob-
ability of reaching a new node via that link is thus reasonably
determined by the proportion of new nodes currently in the net-
work. However, if the current node has been visited before, then
this probability should be lowered because the current node may
forward the current message via a link that has been traversed
before and thus to a visited node. Consider an extreme condition:
if every link of the current node has been visited before, then
there is no way that the next forwarding visits a new node. The
impact of node degree thus can be expressed in this way: consid-
ering the scenario that the current node has been visited before,
the higher the node degree, the higher the possibility that the
next forwarding traverses a ‘‘fresh” link, and thus the closer the
probability of finding a new node approaches the proportion of
unvisited nodes within the network. This is confirmed in our sim-
ulation, see Section 5.

4.2. Conditional estimate of dirty links

Recall that in our algebraic model, the iterative relationship of
node coverage is expressed in Eq. (1). We now modify this formula
to take into account the possibility that the current node has been
visited before

uðxþ 1Þ ¼ uðxÞ þ N � uðxÞ
N

pðxÞ ð20Þ

Hence, pðxÞ is the probability that the next forwarding takes a
‘‘fresh” link. As the network topology is fixed, this probability is
determined only by the proportion of ‘‘fresh links” of the current
node, which in turn is a random function of the message overhead
x. Hence, we can also express this probability as a function of x. The
core challenge of refining the algebraic analysis model is to com-
pute the probability pðxÞ. Let us branch into different preconditions
in terms of the number of previous visits to the current node. Note
that this number excludes the arrival of the ‘‘current” message. The
notation used is summarized in Table 1.

� 0 previous visits: As explained in the previous section, p0 ¼ 1.
� 1 previous visit: p1 ¼ d�3

d�1 � d�2
d þ d�2

d�1 � 2
d :

The number of dirty links after the first visit, DL1, is 2 – one
incoming, one outgoing. Hence, d�2

d denotes the probability that
the current message has come from a link other than the two
links made ‘‘dirty” by the previous visit. In this case, the proba-
bility of probing a ‘‘fresh” link is d�3

d�1. On the other hand, if the
current message has come though a ‘‘dirty” link, the probability
of traversing a ‘‘fresh” link is d�2

d�1.
� 2 previous visits: After 2 visits have been paid to this node, the

probabilities that 2, 3, or 4 links have been ‘‘contaminated”,
denoted w2ð2Þ, w2ð3Þ, w2ð4Þ, respectively, are:

– w2ð2Þ ¼ 2
d � 1

d�1

– w2ð3Þ ¼ 2
d �

max½d�2;0�
d�1 þ max½d�2;0�

d � 2
d�1

– w2ð4Þ ¼ max½d�2;0�
d � max½d�3;0�

d�1
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After two visits to a node, the expected number of dirty links
can be expressed as

DL2 ¼ 2 �w2ð2Þ þ 3 �w2ð3Þ þ 4 �w2ð4Þ ð21Þ

Similarly, the probability that the next message forwarding
takes a ‘‘fresh” link, p2, can be computed as follows:

p2 ¼
d� DL2

d
� d� 1� DL2

d� 1
þ DL2

d
� d� DL2

d� 1
ð22Þ

� 3 previous visits: For simplicity, we assume that DL2 links have
been dirty before the third visit to the current node. In other
words, we use the conditional probabilities with the assumption
that exactly DL2 (usually a non-integer number as the result of
estimation) of the links are known to be dirty. Thus the resulting
number of dirty links after the third visit, can be DL2, DL2 þ 1, or
DL2 þ 2, respectively; the corresponding conditional probabili-
ties, with the given DL2 as the pre-condition, are denoted as
wðDL2 j DL2Þ, wðDL2 þ 1 j DL2Þ, and wðDL2 þ 2 j DL2Þ, respec-
tively. These can be computed as follows:

– wðDL2jDL2Þ ¼ DL2
d �

DL2�1
d�1

– wðDL2 þ 1jDL2Þ ¼ DL2
d �

max½d�DL2 ;0�
d�1 � 2

– wðDL2 þ 2jDL2Þ ¼ max½d�DL2 ;0�
d � max½d�DL2�1;0�

d�1

Now DL3 can be computed as

CDL3 ¼ DL2 �wðDL2jDL2Þ þ ðDL2 þ 1Þ �wðDL2 þ 1jDL2Þ
þ ðDL2 þ 2Þ �wðDL2 þ 2jDL2Þ ð23Þ

p3 can be computed as

p3 ¼
d� DL3

d
� d� 1� DL3

d� 1
þ DL3

d
� d� DL3

d� 1
ð24Þ

� i previous visits: Similarly, for i P 3 previous visits, we obtain DLi

and pi as follows:

– wðDLi�1jDLi�1Þ ¼ DLi�1
d �

DLi�1�1
d�1

– wðDLi�1 þ 1jDLi�1Þ ¼ DLi�1
d �

max½d�DLi�1 ;0�
d�1 � 2

– wðDLi�1 þ 2jDLi�1Þ ¼ max½d�DLi�1 ;0�
d � max½d�DLi�1�1;0�

d�1

Now, with the precondition that DLi�1 dirty links are present
before the ith visit, DLi is computed in the following formula:

CDLi ¼ DLi�1 �wðDLi�1jDLi�1Þ þ ðDLi�1 þ 1Þ �wðDLi�1

þ 1jDLi�1Þ þ ðDLi�1 þ 2Þ �wðDLi�1 þ 2jDLi�1Þ ð25Þ

and

pi ¼
d� DLi

d
� d� 1� DLi

d� 1
þ DLi

d
� d� DLi

d� 1
ð26Þ

Note that in the computation of DL2, the notations w2ð2Þ,
w2ð3Þ, and w2ð4Þ denote the probabilities that after two visits,
2, 3, and 4 links are dirty, respectively. These terms describe
the unconditional probabilities associated with those values after
2 visits. Since DL1 ¼ 2 is a fact known to us, we have
w2ð2Þ ¼ wð2 j 2Þ, w2ð3Þ ¼ wð3 j 2Þ, and w2ð4Þ ¼ wð4 j 2Þ. The con-
ditional and unconditional probabilities are equal when i ¼ 2. In
the conditional estimates of dirty links, we use the terms DL1

and DL2, while we use CDLi for i P 3 because the preconditions
for estimating DL1 and DL2, DL0 ¼ 0 and DL1 ¼ 2, are determinis-
tic. Also note that the wiðjÞ is a unconditional probability that is
associated with j, an integer number of dirty links and i, an inte-
ger number of times of visits; whereas wðp j qÞ, without sub-
script, denotes a conditional probability that is independent of
the times of visits, and the values p and q are usually non-inte-
ger numbers.

4.2.1. Complexity analysis
Observe from Eq. (25) that CDLi can be computed in OðiÞ steps

because each step to compute CDLjðj ¼ 0; . . . ; iÞ takes constant
time. Hence, the conditional estimate of the number of dirty links
can be computed in linear time.

4.3. Unconditional estimate of dirty links

Since the expected number of ‘‘dirty links” after i visits, DLi, is a
random variable when i > 1, the proper estimate of DLi should
have listed all the possible number of ‘‘dirty links” after i visits
and then sum them up weighted by their corresponding probabil-
ities. For example, for DL3, the possible number of ‘‘dirty links”
after three visits is 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, and the formula for computing
DL3 should be

DL3 ¼ 2 �w3ð2Þþ 3 �w3ð3Þ þ 4 �w3ð4Þ þ 5 �w3ð5Þ þ 6 �w3ð6Þ ð27Þ

The probabilities are given as follows:

� w3ð2Þ ¼ w2ð2Þ �wð2 j 2Þ
� w3ð3Þ ¼ w2ð2Þ �wð3 j 2Þ þw2ð3Þ �wð3 j 3Þ
� w3ð4Þ ¼ w2ð2Þ �wð4 j 2Þ þw2ð3Þ �wð4 j 3Þ þw2ð4Þ �wð4 j 4Þ
� w3ð5Þ ¼ w2ð3Þ �wð5 j 3Þ þw2ð4Þ �wð5 j 4Þ
� w3ð6Þ ¼ w2ð4Þ �wð6 j 4Þ

The computation of these wiðjÞ that are required to compute the
unconditional estimate of DL3 is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Table 1
Notations used in the analysis

DLi Expected number of dirty links after i visits
CDLi Expected number of dirty links after i visits (conditional estimate)
UDLi Expected number of dirty links after i visits (unconditional estimate)
wiðjÞ Probability that after i visits, j links are dirty
wða j bÞ Probability of a dirty links after current forwarding, assuming

the node has b dirty links before the current visit
pi Probability that the next forwarding after i previous visits takes

a fresh link
qiðxÞ Probability that a node is visited i times after x messages

have been used
pðxÞ Probability that the next forwarding takes a fresh link
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Fig. 1. Unconditional estimate of DL3.
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Generalizing the above derivation, we can show that

As mentioned in Section 4.2, the term with the subscript is called
‘‘unconditional probability”. For example, wiðjÞ means the probabil-
ity that exactly j links are dirty after the node has been visited i
times. The term without subscript is ‘‘conditional probability” or
‘‘single step probability”. For example, wða j bÞ denotes the condi-
tional probability that a links are dirty after the next visit, given that
the current number of dirty links is b ðbþ 2 P a P bÞ. The compu-
tation of DLi in Section 4.2 is an estimation that uses only the ‘‘sin-
gle step probabilities” with the assumption that the number of dirty
links is given by DLi�1 before the ith visit. A seemingly more accu-
rate formula is given by the following equation:

DLi ¼
X2i

j¼2

j �wiðjÞ; where wiðjÞ is given in Eq: ð28Þ ð29Þ

j ¼ 2; . . . ;2i enumerates all possible number of dirty links after i vis-
its. For now, we assume that the node degree is sufficiently large so
that we can reasonably ignore the case that all links become ‘‘dirty”.
j� 2, j� 1, and j are the only possible number of dirty links prior to
the ith visit that may result in j dirty links after the ith visit.

Fig. 1 illustrates on the bottom layer all the possibilities (of the
number of dirty links) after three visits. The numbers in the circles
represent the possible numbers of dirty links. The term attached to
a circle represents the unconditional probability associated with
the circled number (dirty links) and the layer index (number of
previous visits). The terms labeled on the edges are conditional
probabilities which indicate the transition from one state to an-
other after one more visit.

When the number of visits to the current node is 0, the number
of dirty links can only be 0, so we define w0ð0Þ ¼ 1, and at layer 0
there is only one circle. At layer 1, which describes the resulting
possibilities after only one visit, we also have only one circle be-
cause the number of dirty links can only be 2. The algorithm for
computing wiðjÞ is to find all paths from the top circle to the circle
enclosing j at layer i. For each of the paths, the probability corre-
sponding to this path is computed by multiplying all the condi-
tional probabilities wða j bÞ along that path. By summing up the
path probabilities for all such paths leading to that circle from
the top circle, we obtain the unconditional probability wiðjÞ.

4.3.1. Complexity analysis
To compute DLi ði P 1Þ, we need to compute wiðjÞ for

j ¼ 2; . . . ;2i. The computation of wiðjÞ in turn, depends on wi�1ðkÞ
for k ¼ j� 2, j� 1, and j. We use dynamic programming to com-
pute and record this unconditional probability wiðjÞ for all the lay-
ers of circles as illustrated in Fig. 1. Observe that we have i2 such
values for any given i. The single step probabilities wða j bÞ along
the edges are determined by a, b, and the node degree d. Note that
the value of a can only be b, bþ 1, or bþ 2. The probabilities are

wðbjbÞ ¼ b
d � b�1

d�1

wðbþ 1jbÞ ¼ b
d �

max½d�b;0�
d�1 � 2

wðbþ 2jbÞ ¼ max½d�b;0�
d � max½d�b�1;0�

d�1

9>>=
>>; ð30Þ

These are computed the same way we compute the conditional
probabilities in Section 4.2. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that, to com-
pute DLi, we must compute the values for all edges that lead to layer
i from layer 1 (or layer 0), the number of which is 3 � ði� 1Þ2. We
must also compute the i2 unconditional probability values. The time
complexity for evaluating wiðjÞ is constant when the unconditional
probability values of the upper layer and all the associated edge
values are known, as given in Eq. (28). Thus, the complexity for
computing DLi is Oði2Þ and the space requirement is also Oði2Þ.

4.4. Comparison of estimation approaches

We claim that the unconditional estimate of the number of
dirty links UDLi is an accurate estimate because it takes into ac-
count all the possible values of the number of dirty links after i vis-
its. However, this method takes time complexity and storage
requirement both of Oði2Þ. In Section 4.2, we introduced the condi-
tional estimate that bases the next step estimation on the result of
the previous step, which has time complexity of OðiÞ for computing
DLi. The differences between these two methods may serve as a
justification for the simplified estimation of dirty links using the
conditional approach.

For simplicity, assume that d is large enough so that we do not
have to bother with the marginal cases of having all links dirty. We
also denote the conditional estimate of DLi as CDLi and the uncon-
ditional estimate as UDLi. It is obvious that CDL2 ¼ UDL2.

Assume that at step i� 1, the number of dirty links is m. We
then compute DLiþ1 using the unconditional method:

UDLiþ1 ¼ mwiþ1ðmÞ þ ðmþ 1Þwiþ1ðmþ 1Þ þ ðmþ 2Þwiþ1ðmþ 2Þ
þ ðmþ 3Þwiþ1ðmþ 3Þ þ ðmþ 4Þwiþ1ðmþ 4Þ ð31Þ

We then compare this result with that from the conditional
estimation:

CDLiþ1 ¼ DLiwðDLijDLiÞ þ ðDLi þ 1ÞwðDLi þ 1jDLiÞ
þ ðDLi þ 2ÞwðDLi þ 2jDLiÞ ð32Þ

The value of UDLiþ1 can be computed as follows. There are only
three possible values for DLi:

� if DLi ¼ m, what is the expected value for DLiþ1?
� if DLi ¼ mþ 1, what is the expected value for DLiþ1?
� if DLi ¼ mþ 2, what is the expected value for DLiþ1?

Then we average these three values weighted by wðm j mÞ,
wðmþ 1 j mÞ, and wðmþ 2 j mÞ (computed using Eq. (30)), which
are the possibilities that DLi should be m, mþ 1, or mþ 2, respec-
tively. This is functionally equivalent to the computation described
in Section 4.3.

� if DLi ¼ m, then at the next step:

DLiþ1 ¼ mwðmjmÞ þ ðmþ 1Þwðmþ 1jmÞ þ ðmþ 2Þwðmþ 2jmÞ
ð33Þ

wiðjÞ ¼

wi�1ðjÞ �wðjjjÞ if j ¼ 2
wi�1ðjÞ �wðjjjÞ þwi�1ðj� 1Þ �wðjjj� 1Þ if j ¼ 3
wi�1ðjÞ �wðjjjÞ þwi�1ðj� 1Þ �wðjjj� 1Þ þwi�1ðj� 2Þ �wðjjj� 2Þ if 3 < j < 2i� 1
wi�1ðj� 1Þ �wðjjj� 1Þ þwi�1ðj� 2Þ �wðjjj� 2Þ if j ¼ 2i� 1
wi�1ðj� 2Þ �wðjjj� 2Þ if j ¼ 2i

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð28Þ
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¼ m
mðm� 1Þ
dðd� 1Þ þ ðmþ 1Þ2mðd�mÞ

dðd� 1Þ

þ ðmþ 2Þ ðd�mÞðd�m� 1Þ
dðd� 1Þ ð34Þ

¼ m
d� 2

d
þ 2 ð35Þ

We can see that DLiþ1 depends only on d and m. Similarly, we
have the following:

� if DLi ¼ mþ 1, then

DLiþ1 ¼ ðmþ 1Þ d� 2
d
þ 2 ð36Þ

� if DLi ¼ mþ 2, then

DLiþ1 ¼ ðmþ 2Þ d� 2
d
þ 2 ð37Þ

Now, to compute DLiþ1 concerning all possible values of DLi

ðm;mþ 1;mþ 2Þ, we make the weighted average:

UDLiþ1 ¼ wðmjmÞ m
d� 2

d

� 	
þwðmþ 1jmÞ ðmþ 1Þ d� 2

d

� 	

þwðmþ 2jmÞ ðmþ 2Þ d� 2
d

� 	
ð38Þ

Note that wðmjmÞ ¼ mðm�1Þ
dðd�1Þ , wðmþ 1jmÞ ¼ 2mðd�mÞ

dðd�1Þ , and wðmþ
2jmÞ ¼ ðd�mÞðd�m�1Þ

dðd�1Þ according to Eq. (30). Finally, it turns out:

UDLiþ1 ¼ m
d� 2

d

� �2

þ 4
d� 1

d
ð39Þ

Now compute the conditional estimate of DLiþ1, according to Eq.
(35):

CDLiþ1 ¼ DLi
d� 2

d
þ 2 ¼ m

d� 2
d

� �2

þ 4
d� 1

d
ð40Þ

Comparing Eqs. (39) and (40), we have

UDLiþ1 ¼ CDLiþ1 ð41Þ

Based on the above analysis, we have the following conclusion: Con-
ditional estimate and unconditional estimate of dirty links give the
same result.

This result seems counter-intuitive at first glance. However,
the conditional method uses a generalization at each step, and
this is a linear generalization of the state at the previous visit.
The final result of the unconditional method is also a linear com-
putation from the previous steps, which implies that the condi-
tional method does not lose any precision against the
unconditional method.

The unification of the two approaches of estimation gives us the
convenience of computing the number of dirty links with linear
time and space complexity. As per Eq. (35), the expected numbers
of dirty links, DLiði P 2Þ, can be expressed in terms of the node de-

gree d only. For example, DL2 ¼ DL1 �
d� 2

d
þ 2 ¼ 4ðd� 1Þ=d and

DL3 ¼ DL2 �
d� 2

d
þ 2 ¼ 2ðd� 2

d
Þ2 þ 4

d� 1
d

.

4.5. Influence of previous visits

In the last section, we formulated the concept DLi, which de-
notes the expected number of ‘‘dirty” links after i visits have been
paid to the current node. Using DLi, we can then compute the cor-
responding pi, which denotes the probability that the next message
forwarding takes a ‘‘fresh” link. In this case, however, the current
node may have been visited 0, 1, 2, or more times before, which
means that the value of pðxÞ in Eq. (20) is also a random function

of the message overhead, x. So, we need to figure out the expected
value of pðxÞ, which depends on the probabilities of how many
times the current node has been visited before.

Given that after x messages have been forwarded, uðxÞ nodes are
covered, we now focus on the computation of such probabilities.
Let us denote the probability that an arbitrary node in the network
was visited i times after x messages as qiðxÞ.

� q0ðxÞ: After x messages were arbitrarily forwarded, the node was
not visited. This probability can be expressed as [9]:

q0ðxÞ ¼ 1� 1
N

� �x

ð42Þ

� qiðxÞ : The probability that the node was visited exactly i times
ði ¼ 0; . . . ; xÞ is:

qiðxÞ ¼ 1� 1
N

� �x�i

� 1
N

� �i

�
x

i

� �
ð43Þ

Now we come back to the computation of pðxÞ in Eq. (20). Note
that pðxÞ is the probability that the next message takes a ‘‘fresh”
link out, and this probability depends on how many times the cur-
rent node has been visited before, which is also a random variable
depending on x. The expected value of pðxÞ thus can be computed
by taking the average of the probabilities of ‘‘fresh links out”,
weighted by the probabilities of the corresponding number of pre-
vious visits:

pðxÞ ¼
Xx

i¼0

piðxÞ � qiðxÞ ð44Þ

5. Analysis and simulations

Eq. (20) proposed a refined model to compute node coverage,
uðxÞ. The refinement introduces the influence of the (potential)
previous visits to the current node on the probability of visiting a
new node at each forwarding step. This consideration was
prompted by the deviation between the model results and the sim-
ulation results. The deviation also reflects the difference between
the message forwarding process and a random sampling. In a ran-
dom sampling process, a sampling is independent of previous
steps. Message forwarding, on the other hand, is dependent on
the status of the current node. Consider an extreme condition: if
all links of the current node have been explored, then the next for-
warding will not find a new node at all, while with random sam-
pling, this probability is equal to the current proportion of new
nodes in the network.

Note from Eq. (43) that the probability qiðxÞ decreases dramat-
ically with i when N, the total number of nodes, is reasonably large
and x is not overly large. As an example, let N ¼ 20;000,
x ¼ 10;000, we have:

� q0ðxÞ ¼ 0:6065
� q1ðxÞ ¼ 0:3033
� q2ðxÞ ¼ 0:076
� q3ðxÞ ¼ 0:01263
� q4ðxÞ ¼ 0:00158

From this example, it is observed that for x values that are not too
large, say, less than N, the probabilities of multiple visits more than
two times are so small that we can reasonably ignore them. When
we use k terms for the summation in Eq. (44), the refined model is
termed as the ‘‘k-order refined model”. k-order refinement considers
the influence of 0, 1, . . ., k previous visits. The higher the order of
refinement, the more precise results the model will produce.
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In Section 5.1, we apply the 1-order refinement of the alge-
braic model (Section 2) to compute the node coverage with var-
ious average node degrees. A comparison of the results from the
simple algebraic model, from the 1-order refined algebraic mod-
el, and from the simulations is presented in Figs. 2 and 3. In Sec-
tion 5.2, we apply the 2-order refinement and perform a similar
comparison. The distinction between these two refined models is
also analyzed in that section. Note that in the graphs, there is an
abrupt change in the shape of the curves at a certain number of
hops because we change the scale of hops (X-axis) to accommo-
date both small hop count and large hop count in the same
graphs.

5.1. 1-Order refined model

It is observed from Figs. 2 and 3 that the results yielded by the
refined model fall below those for the simple model, which is ex-
pected since the refinement term, pðxÞ, decreases the probability
of visiting a new node at each step.

We also noticed that in the cases where average node degree d
equals 4 or 6, the 1-order refinement still results in node coverage
values greater than those in the simulation results. This is some-
how unexpected at first glance, since the 1-order refinement
underestimates the probability. (The 2-order term and higher or-
der terms are neglected from the computation of pðxÞ). Two rea-
sons are possible for this scenario:

� Precision of simulation: The precision of simulation is signifi-
cantly affected by average node degree. For smaller node degree
setups, the results oscillate wildly among multiple runs. Even
when we use the average of results from multiple runs, the error

is still large and unstable. This can be illustrated from the fluc-
tuations (though not visibly prominent) on the curves for the
simulation results in Fig. 2.

� Possible graph separation at low node degree: When the average
node degree is small, it has been shown by Erdõs and Rényi
[8] that is likely that the graph is not connected: some parts of
the network can never be reached from the starting node. Spe-
cifically, consider the Gðn; pÞ model, where p is the probability
of a link. One of the properties of the random graph is as follows:
– If pn < ln n, then a graph in Gðn; pÞ will almost surely not be

connected.
– If pn > ln n, then a graph in Gðn; pÞ will almost surely be

connected
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Fig. 2. 1-Order refinement on node coverage. (a) Average node degree = 4. (b) Average node degree = 6.
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Fig. 3. 1-Order refinement on node coverage. (a) Average node degree = 10. (b) Average node degree = 20.
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Fig. 4. Impact of node degree on 1-order refined model.
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In our simulation where random graphs of 20,000 nodes are
generated, for the cases where the average node degree is 4 and
6, the generated graphs are almost surely not connected, and in
the cases where the node degrees are 10 and 20, the graphs are
almost surely connected. This phenomena significantly reduces
the resulting node coverage generated from the simulation in
which a disconnected overlay may exist, i.e., for d ¼ 4 and 6. Note
that in our analysis models, we assume the network is connected.

Fig. 4 illustrates how the refined model is affected by the node
degree. Note that the simple model takes no account for this effect,
thus resulting in over-estimated node coverage, which is plotted as
the top curve. Compared to the simple model, the refined model

lowers the node coverage in all cases with respect to the different
node degree values. It is observed from the figure that the smaller
the node degree, the more the deviation of the refined model from
the simple model. In other words, the simple model produces lar-
ger errors for a lower node degree topology than for higher node
degree topologies. This is because for a smaller node degree, the ef-
fect of node revisits becomes more important. If the current node
has been visited before, then the chance that the next message for-
warded from this node visits a new node is smaller for a lower de-
gree node than for a higher degree node (as there are more fresh
links for higher degree nodes).

It is also worth noting that for all node degree values, the influ-
ence of the node revisits becomes significant only when the hop
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Fig. 5. 2-Order refinement on node coverage. (a) Average node degree = 4. (b) Average node degree = 6.
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Fig. 6. 2-Order refinement on node coverage. (a) Average node degree = 10. (b) Average node degree = 20.
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number, or, message overhead, becomes considerably large. The
deviation of the refined model from the simple model reflects
the impact of node revisits. As the hop number increases, the num-
ber of nodes that have been visited before and the expected num-
ber of visits also increase, which in turn increase the impact of
node links.

5.2. 2-Order refined model

Observe from Fig. 3 that although the simple model over-esti-
mates the node coverage, the 1-order model tends to under-esti-
mate node coverage as the hop number becomes large. The curve
for our refined model falls below that for the simulation results,
which is more obvious as the hop number grows beyond 200 in
this figure. This is due to the order of refinement we used for the
model.

The impact factor of node revisits, pðxÞ, as defined in Eq. (44),
neglects the second and higher order terms in the 1-order refined
model. These terms represent the scenario of multiple previous
visits to the node. The probability for revisits more than once with
small hop number is very small and negligible; this is the reason
for using 1-order model for simplicity. However, when the hop
number is large enough, the probability will become significant
and the corresponding higher order terms are no longer negligible.
The truncation of those higher order terms results in a reduced va-
lue of node coverage. The greater the hop number, the more signif-
icant is this effect, as shown at the right end in Fig. 3.

To account for this effect, we include the second order term in
computing pðxÞ and the 2-order refined model. We perform the
same comparison as in Section 5.1, however, using this model to
replace the 1-order model. The results are displayed in Figs. 5
and 6. We base our analysis primarily on Fig. 6 because the simu-
lation results in Fig. 5 have unreasonably large variations and
instability due to small node degrees, as explained in Section 5.1.

Comparing Figs. 6 and 3, the curves for the 2-order refined mod-
el turn out to be much closer to the simulation curve than those for
the 1-order model when the hop number is larger. This confirms
our analysis. The slight difference between this model and the sim-
ulation is still due to term truncation in computing pðxÞ: even high-
er order terms will begin to take effect as hop number grows even
larger.

The comparison between Figs. 6 and 3 further confirms the
validity of our refined models and provides a hint for model de-
sign: if a large number of messages is expected in the message prop-
agation process, we should use the refined models with higher order
for more accuracy.

Finally, Figs. 7 and 8 compare the 1-order and the 2-order re-
fined models under different node degrees. As predicted from the

earlier analysis in this section, the curves for the 2-order refined
model always lie above that for the 1-order refined model and their
difference becomes more significant as the hop number grows.

6. Discussion and conclusions

Message propagation on random graphs is used in a wide range
of applications such as search in unstructured P2P networks, mod-
eling the spread of infection in epidemiology, and propagation of
gossip in social networks. Until now, message propagation pro-
cesses were generally modeled only as random sampling pro-
cesses. As the node coverage and the number of messages
increase, we showed that random sampling no longer serves as
an accurate model. In this paper, we studied the distinction be-
tween the message propagation process and random sampling
over the GðN; pÞ random graphs. We investigated the effect of
‘‘node degree” in the message propagation upon the efficiency of
covering distinct nodes. Compared to the ‘‘pure” random sampling
model, this factor has a negative effect: the actual node coverage is
less than that given by the simplified models using random sam-
pling. This influence is more significant when the node coverage
becomes high and when the average node degree is small. The dif-
ference was also quantitatively studied. We then introduced re-
fined models that account for ‘‘dirty links”, which is the reason
for the reduced probability of forwarding a message to a new node.
The number of ‘‘dirty links” is a random variable and the expecta-
tion of this number is dependent upon the number of times that
the current node has been visited before. The number of (previous)
visits to a node is also a random variable whose distribution de-
pends on x, the message overhead. Under normal conditions, the
probability that a node has been visited many times is usually
small and these cases can be omitted depending on how precise
we want our refined model to be.

We presented our quantitative analysis based on the random
graph topology, whereas in real world applications, the network
structures are more close to ‘‘small world” networks or power
law networks. The quantitative analysis of the message propaga-
tion process in small world networks and power law networks still
remains a challenge.
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